
BEHAVING
BADLY

Behaving Badly: Aversive Behaviors in

Interpersonal Relationships examines

the dark side of relating, an

inevitable part of interacting
with others. How is it that we

need others so much, indeed rely
on them for our survival and

well-being, yet often find it so

difficult to maintain satisfying

relationships? How can the loved
one who raises your spirits by

leaving flowers for you one day
be the same individual who the

r't ?t day acts like an insensitive

jerk? Relationships provide us

wu!-t meaning and psychological
weli-beins but are the source of

many, perhaps most, of life's
greatest frustrations.

4
AVERSIVE SELF-PRESENTATIONS

RODS VONK

Generally, self-presentation is a blessing. Thanks to self-presentational
behavior, people do not blatantly yawn when we tell boring stones; they
do"not7ump'with joy at funerals, even when they feejl like it; and visits to
m-lawsjdo"not usually end in slanging matches (in Britain, this refers to
an argument in which people shout, curse, and insult each other^cf-
M. R Leary, 1995). Self-presentation is the lubricating oil of social traffic.
interactions'runs smoothly because people laugh about jokes that are not
funny, make compliments about bad hairstyles, and generally allow
other'to~save face (Goffman, 1959). Thus, self-presentation facilitates so-
cial interaction.

Notwithstanding these undeniably important benefits, there is also a
dark side to seTf.-presentation, which this chapter is about. In part, this dark
side emerges because the images that people project are not always what
they had m mind. That is, the secondary impression (i.e, the impression
that is actually formed of the self-presenting actor) may^deviate from^
impression that was calculated and desired by the actor (Schneider, 1981).
For instance, an employee who laughs about the corny jokes of his super-
visor, aiming to please the supervisor, may cause annoyance or even unease
when the extent of his laughter is disproportionate to the funniness
jokes. Similarly, a potential son-in-law who aims to impress his new in-
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laws by describing his many accomplishments may become the object of
boredom'and aggravation rather than admiration. In these cases, the aver-
siveness of the self-presentation is unintentional.

In other cases, people knowingly project obnoxious images ^
most ^suredly'find averrsive. For instance, supervisors and teachersjom^
dmespresent'themselves as unusually strict and ^mldatm^o^
Sc^La^SV(E.luioner& Pittman, 1982). P-W^^a1
LTotutoI"be"UkedbluTinsteadto be obeyed or even feared. Similarly mern^
b3e^ofTuv"eniirgangs may'engage in aggressive and even immoral behaviors
to'impress others (e.g., Horowitz & Schwartz, 1974). ^

"This "chapter "addresses these two varieties of^ averse se^
presentations;Ta)"the'ones that are intended to beave[slvemdj^
^ne7"that"have 'the effect of being aversive despite the actoj'sjnten^
^s tolathec"ontrary. Before discussing the motives and the effects of t
^p^t^Fm more detail, f first present a ^xonom[^fjelf-
P'rles^ntatic;narbehavior"that includes positive as well as nega^ebeha^rs,
ST describe the motives for self-presentation in general. Subsequently,
d^cuss'th'e specific motives that people may have for deliberate^ engaging
^'^galtweF7e^presentadons/ Finally, I descnbe how posit^sdf-
presentations can become obnoxious, at least in the eye of the observer.

A TAXONOMY OF SELF-PRESENTATIONAL BEHAVIOR

Because people have many interpersonal goals and many ways to ac^
compUshAosrg^als "through self-presentational ^ctics^tmay^be a^
tha7any behavior can be the result of self-presentational concerns (M^
Leary, 1995). Therefore, any taxonomy of self-presentational ePlsodes ls
bound to'be either incomprehensive or chaotic. This ^is also try^
widely cited five-category taxonomy of E. E. Jones and Pittman(iyyZ).

^reasonably exhaustive and organized inventory of different forms
^seif-prcsentatTon; I have combined their taxonomy with fourbaslc^;'
men^7oTpersonality judgments that have come up consistently \n p^
son"pe7ception research (for reviews of studies on implicit personaUty^the-

Vl,lseeTchneider;'1973; Vonk 1993a). The result is presentedm Tal
U'. TheTable columns represent four categories of personality ^menswns
that have been described in the literature on person perception and inter-

.behavior; this literature is specified in the table notes.^Note
Aese"dimensions'are not orthogonal to each other. In fact, Aey ^are ^11
e7aluadve7and "their endpoints" merely denote chfferent^mds of "good

'hkabiiity','ability, strength, and morality) and "bad" (unlikability, inabilky,
^e'ak'nesZ'andTmmoraUty). The table rows represent the positive and l
^eg^e"'poTeof"each dimension. In the cells, several categories of self-
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laws by describing his many accomplishments may become the object of
boredom and aggravation rather than admiration. In these cases, the aver-
siveness of the self-presentation is unintentional.

In other cases, people knowingly project obnoxious images that others
most assuredly find aversive. For instance, supervisors and teachers some-
times present themselves as unusually strict and intimidating toward their
subordinates or pupils (E. E. Jones & Pittman, 1982). Probably their goal
is not to be liked but instead to be obeyed or even feared. Similarly, mem-
bers of juvenile gangs may engage in aggressive and even immoral behaviors
to impress others (e.g., Horowitz & Schwartz, 1974).

This chapter addresses these two varieties of aversive self-
presentations: (a) the ones that are intended to be aversive and (b) the
ones that have the effect of being aversive despite the actor's inten-
tions to the contrary. Before discussing the motives and the effects of these
self-presentations in more detail, I first present a taxonomy of self-
presentational behavior that includes positive as well as negative behaviors,
and I describe the motives for self-presentation in general. Subsequently, I
discuss the specific motives that people may have for deliberately engaging
in negative self-presentations. Finally, I describe how positive self-
presentations can become obnoxious, at least in the eye of the observer.

A TAXONOMY OF SELF-PRESENTATIONAL BEHAVIOR

Because people have many interpersonal goals and many ways to ac-
complish those goals through self-presentational tactics, it may be argued
that any behavior can be the result of self-presentational concerns (M. R.
Leary, 1995). Therefore, any taxonomy of self-presentational episodes is
bound to be either incomprehensive or chaotic. This is also true of the
widely cited five-category taxonomy of E. E. Jones and Pittman (1982). To
present a reasonably exhaustive and organized inventory of different forms
of self-presentation, I have combined their taxonomy with four basic di-
mensions of personality judgments that have come up consistently in per-
son perception research (for reviews of studies on implicit personality the-
ory, see Schneider, 1973; Vonk 1993a). The result is presented in Table
4.1. The table columns represent four categories of personality dimensions
that have been described in the literature on person perception and inter-
personal behavior; this literature is specified in the table notes. Note that
these dimensions are not orthogonal to each other. In fact, they are all
evaluative, and their endpoints merely denote different kinds of "good"
(likability, ability, strength, and morality) and "bad" (unlikability, inability,
weakness, and immorality). The table rows represent the positive and the
negative pole of each dimension. In the cells, several categories of self-

TABLE 4.1
A Taxonomy of Eight Forms of Self-Presentation Based on Four Dimensions

of Personality

Dimension

(Social) Evaluation,"b
Likeability,"'0 .
Affiliation"

Competence,
Intellectual
Evaluation,"

Ability6
Potency,"
Control" Morality"

Positive
Negative

Ingratiation
Hostility, including

Intimidation

Self-promotion Autonomy Exemplification
Playing dumb Supplication Rebellion

Note. The five categories in italics are described in E. E. Jones and Pitman's taxonomy (1982).
.'Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum (1957): Evaluation, Potency. "Rosenberg, Nelson, and Vivekananthan
(1968); Rosenberg (1977); M. P. Kim and Rosenberg (1980): Social Evaluation, Intellectual Evaluation/
Likeability Competence. °Vonk (1993a, 1995): Likeability, Potency. "T. Leary (1957); Kiesler (1983);
Wiggins (1985): Affiliation, Control (interpersonal circle). "Reeder and Brewer (1979); Skowronski and
Carlston (1987); Morality, Ability.

presentation are listed. The five categories printed in italics are the ones
described by E. E. Jones and Pittman's taxonomy.

Ingratiation is the positive end of the social evaluation dimension, a
dimension that describes the contrast between likable, friendly and unlik-
able, hostile behavior. The goal of ingratiation is to present the self as
likable (E. E. Jones, 1964). The negative end of this dimension encom-
passes all behaviors by which people present themselves as unlikable or
hostile. For instance, people may want to make others believe that they
are not friendly or nice because they want to avoid further contact with
someone (Schneider, 1981) or because doing so increases their chances of
getting a job that requires unlikable qualities (cf. Jellison & Gentry, 1978).
Intimidation - establishing an impression of dominance and firmness so that
others obey or keep quiet-is also a self-presentational style that classifies
an individual as unlikable. Furthermore, people may convey that they are
tough and uncompromising in, for instance, bargaining settings when they
want to lower the opponents' aspirations and discourage them from asking
too much (Pruitt & Smith, 1981; Wall, 1991) or when they are observed
by their constituents (Carnevale, Pruitt, & Britton, 1979). In the presence
of observers, people-especially men-may act aggressively and retaliate
against someone who has provoked or exploited them, to demonstrate to
the observers that they are not to be trifled with (Brown, 1968; Felson,
1978; cf. Hogan & Jones, 1983, and Horowitz & Schwartz, 1974, on ju-
venile delinquency and violence in juvenile gangs). In a recent study,
S. H. Kim, Smith, and Brigham (1998) suggested that the presence of an
observer also affects retaliation as a function of power imbalance. Gener-
ally, people retaliate more against a less powerful harm-doer but, in the
presence of an observer, retaliation is stronger against a more powerful
harm-doer. Presumably, the latter is seen as more justified or even coura-
geous, whereas negative behavior toward a less powerful other is socially
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undesirable. Thus, in some cases people may actually harm a more powerful
to gain admiration from someone else. ^ ^

JThe ^ond dimension in the table is competence^ability, which de-
scribes Ae contrast between intelligence and other skills versus incompe^
^e°and Ignorance "At "the positive end of^this dimemionUes^e^

non~, a°"se^presentational tactic that is specifically geared ^to
convincing others of one's abilities. As for its opposite, there^many
^atkms^nwtuch people play dumb, that is, hide ^the^ knowledge ^r
therr"skilk"In the extant literature, seven motives for this type of self-
presentation have been described.

1. People may want to avoid an onerous task by acting as if
they" do not have the ability to perform it (Kowalski & Leary,
1990).

2. Some people deliberately lose poker games or^sport matcties,
thus feigning incompetence to encourage a less ^skilled op-
ponent to gamble with more money (hustling), or they present
themselves as incapable to make the opponent reduce his
effort or Yower his^guard (sandbagging; Shepperd & Socher-
man, 1997). _ , . , , " .

3. People may intentionally fail at a task for^which failure is
asTodated with a desirable personality trait (Baumeister, Coo-
per, "& Skib, 1979), or they may engage in self-deprecation
in interacting with an attractive target who prefers^ a ^self-
effacing self-presentation (Gollwitzer & Wicklund, 1985).

4. Children may hide what they know about sex and dmgs^or
the sake of their parents' peace of mind (M. R. Leary, 1995).

5. People may claim low ability to reduce expectations, so as to
create lower, more obtainable standards for their performance
and avoid a harsh judgment (Baumgardner & Brownlee,
1987; cf. Baumgardner & Arkin, 1987).

6. People sometimes play dumb on a date (e.g., hide their ac-
ademic achievements; cf. Daubman, Heatherington, & Ahn,
1992) or in an intimate relationship (e.g., allow their partner
to win a competition) to bolster the ego of their partner and^
in the case of women, to fulfill societal role
(e.gT,"Dean, Braito, Powers, & Brant, 1975; Komarowski,
1946; Zanna & Pack, 1975).1

7. People may hide their accomplishments to avoid that
feel intimidated, threatened, or jealous (Exline & Label,

.According to Cove, Hughes, and Geerken 0980), playing dumb does^t ^cur^mo^^
SSSSSs^^^i^'
^rthTm^^^m^^g^Tndifferentfo^^^^^
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1999). A recent study by Bargh, Gollwitzer, Lee Chai, and
Barndollaer (1998) suggested that this type of behavior may
even emerge automatically and unintentionally, as a result of
the activation of goals ("auto-motives"). In this experiment,
participants who were primed with an empathy goal (by
means of words such as friendly and cooperation), compared
with participants primed with a performance goal (e.g., sue'
cess and effort), showed decreased performance at a task when
they were paired with an accomplice who was insecure about
his abilities at the task. Thus, by activating an empathy goal,
participants automatically played dumb to protect their part-
ner's self-esteem.

Depending on the setting and the motives for playing dumb, this type
of self-presentation may not be seen as negative and certainly not as aver-
sive. On the contrary, it seems that many occasions of playing dumb can
be regarded as instances of modesty or even ingratiation. Nevertheless, the
category is included in the present chapter because ignorance and incom-
petence are regarded as undesirable. As will become clear in this chapter,
many behaviors that are negative on one dimension may be positive on
another one, but this does not alter the fact that people sometimes do
present themselves in an undesirable way, at least with respect to one
dimension. For now, then, all negative poles of the personality dimensions
are of interest.

Potency-control is the third dimension that is useful in describing self-
presentational behavior. On the negative side of this dimension, supplication
(E. E. Jones & Pittman, 1982) means that one presents the self as depen-
dent and helpless. The supplicator cultivates the role of a person who is
needy and weak, physically ill, or even depressed (Hill, Weary, & Williams,
1986; cf. Kelly, McKillop, & Neimeyer, 1991) or mentally disturbed
(Braginsky, 1981). Although this behavior is weak and powerless, it can
be as annoying as intimidation and even as aggressive, because it is a strong
appeal to feelings of guilt and moral responsibility on the part of the
target (cf., Kowalski, 1996). On the other side of the potency dimension
is autonomy, a self-preS^ntational style that is sometimes confused with
absence of self-presentation, that is, with being oblivious to social demands
and a tendency to be guided solely by one's private thoughts and feelings
(e.g., Buss & Briggs, 1984). However, as demonstrated by Schlenker and
Weigold (1990), people may actually change their publicly expressed at-
titudes merely to demonstrate that they are autonomous. Similarly, self-
presentational motives may lead people to convey that they do not need
others or do not care what others think.

/, with respect to the morality dimension, exemplification (e.g.,
& Jones, 1986) represents the positive end of this dimension. This
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behavior is enacted by (for example) parents, teachers, and religious leaders
to set a moral example by projecting an image of integrity and moral wor-
thiness. Regarding the negative end of morality, note that immoral behav-
ior that results from self-presentational motives does not occur frequently:
People do not usually aim to appear more immoral than they really are,
because the very essence of morality implies that one does not ever engage
in immoral behaviors, even when it is desirable (Reeder & Brewer, 1979;
Reeder & Spares, 1983). Mark Leary (personal communication, August 12,
1997) has suggested that in this cell of the table, one might place the
behavior of rebellious people who attempt to shock or offend the estab-
lishment by ostentadous bad behavior (e.g., shock-rock musical groups).
In addition, young people may engage in immoral behaviors to avoid being
seenas""goody-two^shoes" by'their peers. Exline (1999) has suggested that
moral, exempiifying behavior, just as competent behavjpr, can be seen as
threatening by others. Therefore, people may swear or drink or engage in
other bad behaviors for the same reasons that they play dumb (Exline &
Lobel,T999J: to avoid being seen as threatening by others who might feel
guilty, scolded, or "policed" by being around a person who exemplifies the
things that they cannot or do not accomplish. In these cases, people may
portray themselves as a little bad to make others feel comfortable and to
protect themselves from being accused of self-righteousness or feeling su-
perior to others (Exline, 1999).

Motives for Self-Presentation

In addition to facilitating social interaction, self-presentation gener-
ally serves the goal of self-enhancement and receiving social approval. This
motive implies"that self-presenters usually aim to create a glorifying image
of the self. Positive self-presentations reduce the risk of being rejected by
others, and they can serve to gain all other kinds of material or psycho^
logical rewards (e.g., pay raises, respect). However, the motwe to be liked
is pervasive even when no tangible outcomes are at stake (Baumeister &
Leary, 1992).

Nevertheless, negative self-presentations do occur and,
cannot be accounted for by the motive of self-enhancement and social
approval, other motives must be involved. According to E. E. Jones(1964,
1990), self-presentation is a behavioral instrument that serves the goal of
making others behave in desired ways. For instance, job applicants attempt
to influence the impression formed of them by the interviewer, in such a
way that they are more likely to get the job. It follows that self-presentation
can take all sorts of forms: A job applicant might present himself or herself
as confident or modest, liberal or conservative, sociable or formal, depend-
ing on whatever is most advantageous for securing the job. In some cases,
it may be desirable to present the self negatively, if this affects others'

behaviors^in desired ways. For instance, others may obey (if one intimidates
\\ e their onerous business elsewhere (if one plays dumb or un-
), or offer help (in case of supplication).

Self-presentations need not always serve one's own personal goals
only, however.Just as people may tell lies for either self-centeredor a61tm"
istic reasons (DePaulo & Bell, 1996; DePaulo & Kashy, 1998), both mo-
!iivesmay also guide self-Presentational behavior. For instance, people may

to prevent that they intimidate a more insecure or less educated
person. Thus, self-presentational behavior-both positive and negative^
may be conducted for the benefit of the target.

Negative Self-Presentations

Self-presentations may be either deliberately or inadvertently aver-
sive. ^ In the overview above, the four negative self-presentatYons'canbe

as intentionally negative: In all four cases, "there is a motive to
project a negative image-that is, a motive to be seen as unlikable, in-
competent helpless, or hnmoral, even though self-presenters may not al-
ways be fully aware of these motives. Indeed, the entire taxonomy'above
i^ based on the actor's intentions. To say that self-promotion is positive'on

competence dimension means that the self-promoter intends to be seen
as competent and skilled; to classify ingratiation as socially good means

^ ingratiating actor has the goal of being seen as likable. However,
as noted earlier, the impression intended by the actor may often'deviate

the impression that is actually formed by observers. That 7s~,'from the
perspective of the audience, we might arrive at an entirely different: clas-

^ of positive and negative self-presentations. In fact', the word aver^
sive in the title of this^book generally refers to the perspective'of" the

or the target of behavior. Behaviors may produce aversive'con^
sequences for the actor's own well-being (Baumeister & Scher, 1988),~but
more^usuallyAeterm refers to the consequences of a behavior fo7others
(see Peeters &Czapinski, 1990, and Vonk, 1999b,on the"distinctio"nbe^
tween self-profitable and other-profitable behaviors). From~the"observer's
perspective, self-presentations classified as positive in the taxonomy above
may turn out to be^aversive or vice versa. For instance, as noted'earher,

may be anything but aversive from the viewpoint of "the
SgetLbecause k often serves to protect the tar8et's self-worth.^ Conversely,

.t-promotion may be quite aversive when it is not conducted with the
appropriate subtlety- Especiallyin cases like the latter, where positive^
presentations inadvertently become obnoxious, the self-presentation is un-

to affect the target in the way that was intended and desired bv the
actor.

In the next section, I address intended negative self-presentations,
is, the negative types of self-presentation in the taxonomy above;
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becomes disagreeable from the perspective of observers.

INTENDED AVERSIVE SELF-PRESENTATIONS:
-AN EMPIRICAL EXPLORATION

Six of the eight self-presentations in the taxonomy ab°v^we^-
amineTinua ^veTamong r'eaders of the Dutch popular J°^PSjSe;
Sedonn ?hTZeTolnBcepTaTp;;cho^Toda;. Among^ Ar^^in^
Su^f^st^^ ^ exa;mn:theoc^nce^S;;.^:
^sS^bZ^J ^-^^"playing^^^P^^

?^^M^SS=
IrI^S sZelr"esmcrions~and^s noted, the negate pole of this dimen-
s^n'seems "infrequent, especially in a sample like this.

Method

In an issue of Psycholo^ a^questionnake on self-^esent^n ^
inclu^daIReTrsuwere'enco";rageYto^ aboutthe^way:,;n w^^
pTeme^hZsu^s\7oth;rTan&d^mio^^^^^
prrposTgeTaKl'e^elope"provided for this P^°se^the^co^a1^ rc;
^oJ^TrS ^^stionn^e ^rted ^ith^toe[^tti^^
S^^; ^:H^^;x^^r^h^Z ^s^
rcsuFoTthemodve to present the self m some way. Six catego^nes o^e^r^
^^^^s^s^^^^-
^cla^upptoTon:7n"t^
^yryTus7oF^hTvtlorsla^
foOTd^°°'°E"I"e":ph^e^e's^ilities_^^
I^TsrcplZupei:sonai"responsibiUty for a i°^ Performance^ttnweJ
^^^l^f^^^^;^^:^^^:
S^STlanguageFdrop names). No examples were givenrc8ardm^
^^^TbTau^he::^ ^ -s stressed

that a behavior is self-presentational only when it is motivated by the goal
to affect others' impression of the self, that is, to be seen as competent or
knowledgeable, as incompetent or ignorant, as likable, as hostile or threat-
ening, as autonomous and independent, or as helpless and dependent. It
was also noted that self-presentation does not necessarily imply deceit. For
instance, one may compliment a person and really mean it, but the act
of complimenting may be motivated by self-presentational goals. So, self-
presentation can range from making genuine compliments, vis exaggerating
it a little, to blatant deceit, as long as the motive is to affect someone's
impression of oneself rather than simply to express one's feelings.

For each of the six categories of self-presentation, respondents
were asked to indicate how frequently they engaged in this type of self-
presentation on a scale ranging from 1 (never) to 5 (almost all the time). If
their response was never, they were routed to the next set of questions; in
the other cases, they were asked to think of the most recent occasion on
which they had engaged in this behavior and to describe briefly in their
own words (a) the persons toward whom the behavior was enacted, (b)
their intention or goal, and (c) their exact behavior.

Responses to these questions were coded by two judges. Part of the
material (124 descriptions) was coded independently by both judges to
examine interjudge agreement. From the descriptions of motives and be-
havior, the judges identified instances that did not fit the criteria of self-
presentation (mostly because the behavior did not serve self-presentational
goals, e.g., asking for help with a chore because one wants to be helped)
or did not belong in that particular category. The persons toward whom
the behavior was enacted were classified into one of 47 categories (e.g.,
neighbor, spouse, sibling, teacher, physician, waiter or waitress), which are
described later (interjudge agreement = 92%). The motives listed by the
respondents were coded on a scale from 1 (entirely self-serving) to 7 (en-
tirely other-serving; between-judges r = .83). An example of a motive
coded as 1 is the motive to get a job; an example of a motive coded as 7
is the motive to cheer up a friend who feels bad.

The last part of the questionnaire consisted of a Dutch adaptation of
Snyder's (1974) self-monitoring scale,2 followed by three background ques-
tions (regarding sex, age, and education).

A completed questionnaire was returned by 447 readers (116 male
respondents and 321 female respondents; 10 respondents did not indicate
their gender), with a mean age of 34.1 years (age range 14-82) and with
mostly higher education (226 respondents had completed higher profes-
sional education or had a master's degree). These data indicate that the
sample was a fair reflection of the demographics of Psychologie readers.

results of this assessment are beyond the scope of this chapter. Self-monitoring was
signihcantly correlated with the frequency of all self-presentations (most strongly with
mgratiation, r = .38, and self-oromotion. r .30) excent for hnsrilit
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Results

Occurrence

In reporting the results of the study, I describe both the^three nega-
tive and the three positive self-presentations examined here. The purpose
is to examine the'motives and the situations that evoke negative selt^
presentations, so the data on the positive self-presentations are re
primarily for the sake of comparison.

Table 4.2 presents the occurrence of each of the six types ot selt-
presentation, according to respondents' own frequency ratings. On all three
dimensions, the negative category was enacted significantly less
than"the"positive one. This is hardly remarkable, considering that self-
presentation typically implies that a desirable image of the self is presented.
What is remarkable in these results is that the negative varieties ot selt-
presentation are not uncommon at all, according to respondents' own in-
dications. For hostility and playing dumb, the mean frequency is close to
3, which was the sometimes category on the response scale. Onlysuppli-
cation seems to occur less frequently, with a mean closer to rarely This
was the only category for which the ratings of male (M = 1.95) and female
respondents (M = 2.24) were significantly different.

"Table 43 presents the correlations between the reported frequencies
of the different categories of self-presentation. Note that there are only
minor negative correlations between the two poles of each dimension, that
is, ingrauation-hostility, self-promotion-playing dumb, and autonomy^
supphcation. The two poles seem to be largely independent from each
other. Overall, negative self-presentations are not inversely related to pos-
itive ones. On the contrary, several of the positive and negative self-
presentations are positively correlated with each other. Ingratiarion has
positive correlations with all other self-presentations except for its opposite,
hostility. These results suggest that, generally, negative self-presentations
are enacted by the same people as positive ones.

TABLE 4.2
Frequency of Occurrence of Six Categories of

Self-Presentation Behavior

Behavior M SD

Ingratiation
Hostility-intimidation
Self-promotion
Playing dumb
Autonomy
Supplication

3.74
2.89
3.18
2.93
3.45
2.17

.93

.85

.86

.90

.97

.86

Note. Respondents rated their self-presentation behaviors on a 5-
point scale (1 = never, 5 almost all the time}.
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TABLE 4.3
Pearson Correlations Between Reported Frequency of Enacting the

Different Types of Self-Presentation Behaviors

Behavior

1. Ingratiation
2. Hostility
3. Self-promotion
4. Playing dumb
5. Autonomy
6. Supplication

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

-.10*
.30***
.14**
.22***
.24***

.08

.08

.19**

.09

-.07
.26*
.02

.02

.14* -.08

Note. *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Note that the negative self-presentations under consideration here are
intentional. Respondents were explicitly asked to report behaviors by
which they knowingly set out to convey an unlikable, ignorant, or depen-
dent impression. Having established that these intentional aversive self-
presentations are not unusual, the next question is what motivates people
to project undesirable images like these and in which social settings this
behavior occurs.

Motives

Respondents were asked to think of the last time they engaged in
each of the six self-presentation behaviors and to describe their motives
for the behavior. Not surprisingly, these motives were highly divergent
across the six categories. Each type of self-presentation appears to be driven
by its own set of motives. The motives were classified on a self-serving
versus other-serving dimension to allow some analysis at an aggregate level
(see Method description above). Table 4.4 presents the results of this clas-
sification in the first column. The second column reports the number of
descriptions on which the analyses in the present section are based (i.e.,

TABLE 4.4
Mean Ratings for Motive Given for the
Most Recent Instance of Each Type of

Self-Presentation Behavior

Behavior Motive Valid N

Ingratiation
Hostility
Self-promotion
Playing dumb
Autonomy
Supplication

2.75a
1.39,,
1.35b
3.32c
1.75d
1.16b

350
301
284
267
230
153

Note. Motives were rated using a 7-point scale (1 = self-serving, 7 =
other-serving). Means that do not share the same subscripts are
significantly different at p < .05 (Duncan comparison test).
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after excluding instances that either did not fit the present definition of
self-presentation or did not fit the pertinent category; see the description
in the Method section).

Overall, the behaviors were predominantly self-serving: All means are
below 4, the neutral point of the rating scale. However, analysis of variance
indicated that the different types of self-presentation differed from each
other in this respect, F(5, 1,585) = 85.14, p < .001.3 The most extreme
self-serving category is supplication. The motives listed for this behavior
almost invariably reflected the need to receive help or support, either ma-
terially (e.g., help with a flat tire or a clogged sink), but very often emo'
tionally (e.g., pity, comfort, usually "attention"). To list a few examples of
this category: A respondent acted "hysterically" because she wanted her
mother to help her find something; another one cried and screamed to
make her husband "see that I have feelings too"; a husband, in turn, acted
"disappointed and depressed" to get his wife to endorse his plans; a woman
attempted to make an ex-lover come back by appealing to his guilt; several
high school students reported exaggerating their illness because they
wanted to stay home from school; and one woman went to her physician
deliberately not wearing any make-up and looking dreadful with the goal
of getting him to take her illness seriously. Very rarely did supplication
serve the target's interest. One of the few exceptions was a therapist who
acted helplessly toward a patient to encourage him to describe his situation
more clearly.

A shared second place for self-servingness can be assigned to self-
promotion and hostility. Self-promotion, not surprisingly, was most fre-
quently used to make a good impression in performance-related settings,
for instance, to impress one's superior, to get a job, to be selected for a
sports team, to launch an account from a client, to prove that one is worthy
of a new position, or to persuade colleagues to go along with one's plans.
Some respondents engaged in self-promotion to hide insecurity or simply
to evoke appreciation, respect, or admiration or to be taken seriously. Oc-
casionally, it was used in response to others who seemed too content with
themselves to put them in their proper place. One respondent acted overly
confident toward a car salesman to discourage him from trying to con
her. Self-promotion rarely served the target's benefit. The exceptions were
work-related settings in which respondents attempted to reassure a target
who depended on their abilities (e.g., a lawyer toward a distressed client).

Regarding hostility, it should be noted that two subcategories emerged

3In the analyses reported here, the six self-presentation categories were treated as between-
subjects variables, because a multivariate analysis (with categories as a within-subjects variable)
would include only respondents who provided an example of each of the six categories, and
the others would be treated as missing cases. Note that the present analyses are conservative
because the within-subjects variance is part of the error term. All results were checked by
means of the appropriate multivariate tests, and no meaningful differences between the two
types of analyses were found.
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from the responses in this category. One type of response clearly reflected
intimidation. Here, the goal was to gain or retain control over someone
by being strict and unyielding (e.g., toward pupils in the classroom or
toward one's own children). More frequently, however, the emphasis was
on keeping people at a distance (physically or emotionally), either by de-
liberately acting in a disinterested manner (e.g., ignore, give brief re-
sponses) or by being hostile and aggressive. This type of behavior was
reported, for instance, in trying to discourage someone who was sexually
or romantically interested in the respondent, to keep pushy strangers at
arms length in bars or at parties, to avoid intimacy or sex within a rela-
tionship, to signal to a shopkeeper that one only wants to browse, or to
simply give somebody the message that one is not interested in further
contact. Several respondents reported being conspicuously hostile to show
someone that their feelings had been hurt. Others, who had also been hurt,
reported being aloof and cold, to act as though they were invulnerable.
Most frequently, respondents in this subcategory aimed to create an emo-
tional distance because they wanted to be "left alone"; to shut out others
from their emotional lives, especially in difficult times; and to keep their
problems private and far away from meddling family members. Sometimes,
respondents acted aloof and businesslike to avoid being drawn into some-
one else's problems or to prevent an emotional outburst during a bad-news
conversation. Whenever this type of behavior served other people's inter-
est, it was because respondents felt they should not burden others with
their emotional distress or wanted to avoid being the cause of others' con-
cern; therefore, they walled off the other person.

The motives listed for autonomy, another primarily self-serving type
of presentation, are partially similar to those for the emotional-hostility
category described above: In some cases, respondents used this self-
presentational style to keep others from interfering in their lives or, in case
of other-serving autonomy, to keep others from worrying about them (e.g.,
after a divorce when they were living alone) or feeling obligated to help
them. A few respondents mentioned autonomous self-presentations toward
a former lover or spouse, to demonstrate that they did not need him or
her anymore. For several respondents, the goal of autonomous self-
presentations was to avoid being seen as weak or vulnerable or to avoid
pity by emphasizing their strength and their ability to deal with their prob-
lems. Occasionally, respondents mentioned expressing unorthodox or "dif-
ferent" opinions to demonstrate their independent thinking or to show
that they did not care to belong in a particular group. One respondent
mentioned "playing hard to get" with a person in whom she was roman-
tically interested. Similarly, autonomy was sometimes described as a way
to achieve power over someone by acting as if one does not need anything

this person. As I demonstrate later in Targets, autonomy also occurred
in interactions with parents, especially among younger respon-
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dents, either because they wanted their parents not to worry about them
(e.g., when they had just started living on their own) or when they were
still living at home because they wanted to demonstrate their indepen-
dence and maturity (sometimes with an ulterior goal, e.g., to be left at
home alone during their parents' vacation). For similar reasons, respon-
dents sometimes presented themselves as autonomous at work to acquire
more independence and responsibilities.

One of the self-presentations that was less self-serving was ingratia-
tion. This might come as a surprise, because ingratiation is the prototypical
behavioral instrument to affect others (and has been described as such by
E. E. Jones, 1964) and being seen as likable clearly is personally rewarding.
Indeed, in many cases respondents ingratiated themselves for this reason,
sometimes with specific goals in mind (e.g., to sell something, to persuade
someone to have sex with them, to make a new friend; in E. E. Jones's
terminology, these are instances of acquisitive ingratiation) but usually simply
to "be liked" or to "be accepted" (signifying ingratiation; E. E.Jones, 1964).
Nevertheless, ingratiation was also frequently used to smooth social inter-
action, for instance, to make everyone feel comfortable at social gatherings,
to re-establish peace after a conflict, to improve the atmosphere after a sad
event, to establish a friendly relationship with a new colleague, or to avoid
an awkward situation (e.g., responding to a waiter that dinner was good
even when it was horrible). In cases like these, the judges coded the motive
as both self- and other-serving (i.e., a neutral rating of 4). In a minority
of cases, ingratiation served mainly the interests of the target, for instance,
putting a job applicant at ease, complimenting others to enhance their
confidence, or hiding one's boredom and annoyance in response to a
friend's monologue about his problems.

The most other-serving self-presentation by far was playing dumb.
Some of the motives for this behavior that emerged out of the question-
naires were already mentioned previously; on the self-serving side, for in-
stance, preventing others from asking for help with a chore; on the other-
serving side, preventing threats to others' self-esteem. The responses
indicated that playing dumb may serve a wide variety of additional pur-
poses. Among other things, respondents mentioned downgrading their abil-
ities to evoke a compliment, concealing their knowledge merely to find
out what someone else knows about something, trying to belong in a group
that is "less educated" or reducing the distance between them and others,
making a good impression with one's new parents-in-law by pretending not
to know anything about drugs, making a modest impression or avoiding
drawing attention to themselves, reducing high expectations to prevent
others from being disappointed or by setting a lower standard for their
performance, avoiding an argument or a confrontation by hiding knowl-
edge that contradicts someone's statements, preventing competitiveness or
envy, assuring that others do not feel inferior, giving credit to others for a
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joint accomplishment, and allowing others (mostly one's children or pupils)
to discover things for themselves. As can be seen from these examples,
especially the last ones, playing dumb may often reduce tension, insecurity,
competitiveness, and other social discomfort. In that respect, it is actually
the least aversive type of self-presentation of them all.

But overall, as noted, the self-presentations examined in this study
were more personally rewarding for the self-presenter than for the target
(cf. DePaulo & Kashy, 1998, for parallel findings on lies). Interest-
ingly, there appears to be no systematic difference in this respect between
the positive and the negative self-presentations. Corroborating E. E. Jones's
(1964, 1990) view, it seems that both positive and negative self-
presentations can affect others' behaviors and feelings in desired ways, de-
pending on the setting and on what is desired in that setting.

Targets

In addition to respondents' goals, I also examined toward whom the
self-presentations were enacted. Table 4.5 presents the frequencies of tar-
gets classified by their role in the respondent's life. Some of the 47 cate-
gories used for this classification are not in this table because they occurred
infrequently (e.g., waiter, civil servant, and real estate agent). Other cat-
egories that occurred infrequently were merged because they are similar
and produced a similar pattern of results (e.g., subordinate + job applicant;
a friend + best friend; siblings + other family members). Altogether, the
target categories listed in this table compose 90% of the material. The
entries in the table are frequencies and row percentages, for example, out
of all 34 instances in which object of desire or romance was mentioned as
the target of self-presentation, 62% were instances of ingratiation.

The row marginals include the proportion of occasions at which self-
presentations were directed at each target category. For instance, subordi-
nates + job applicants (0.9%) as well as children (0.6%) were infrequently
the targets of self-presentation. (Note that these role labels refer to a tar-
get's role with regard to the respondent; e.g., subordinate refers to the re'
spondent's subordinate.) This corroborates E. E. Jones's (1964, 1990) view
that self-presentation is motivated by dependence, that is, the need to
influence the target's behavior. Because of the asymmetry in the depen-
dence relationship between supervisors and subordinates, selection officers
and job applicants, and parents and children, it follows that self-
presentation is more often directed upward (i.e., toward superiors and par-
ents) than downward (i.e., toward subordinates and children), as the results
indeed indicate. As can be seen from the row marginals, the most common
targets of self-presentation are colleagues and partner or spouse. In part, this
may reflect dependence in these relationships, but we should also realize
that people spend a lot of time with their colleagues and their partner, so
the base rate for these targets is high to begin with.
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The table rows are ordered by the predominance of aself-presentadonal
categoiy,~starting-with mgrarifltion, which is predominant for object of^ir^-
rormnce and for" subordiruxte + pb applicant. The percentages for these pre-
domi'nanrself-presentations are underscored. The last four rows (colkagues,
acquaintances, family members, and class mates) represent target categories i
which no type of self-presentation stood out. ^ ^ , _____

"A'snoted earlier,1 the hostility category consisted of two subcategones^
labeled intimidntion and distance hereafter. Because dw two are
with different target categories, the entries in the hostility column aUt-
a sword entry, mdicatingdie number of occyrre^es of intimidation (inte^
Judgr^em'enTfoTthFs distinction was 77%). Thus, for ^tance,^of
theTotaTof seven instances of hostile self-presentations toward <
o7job"appUcants,"three were instances of intimidation. For behavioK to^
ward'chadren7enacted by parents) and pupils (enacted by teachers), all
were instances of intimidation. These results illustrate that intimidation ^is
typTcallyTstyle'ofself-presentation used by the more Powerf^to ^mtom
orrregain~control. In the other target categories charactenzed^by high jro-

;'of hostile self-presentations, these are mostly of the distance type^
Relatively' often; respondents were intentionally hostile or cold ^
strangers, ex-lovers, neighbors, and in-laws to create ormam^aina^
(akh^ugh in the case of in-laws, many other respondents did attempt to
be friendly by means of ingratiation). ^

'Quite sensibly, self'promotion was the primary self-presentation in
interaction with job interviewers, (future) superiors, and teachers or train^
ers"The negative counterpart, pkiying dumb, was used
(best)'friends. This finding converges with results reported by Tice, Buder,
Muraven, and Stillwell (1995), who suggested that modesty prevails m toe
interaction with friends because they are already familiar with one's abili'
ties"In "these cases, when their talents are already recognized, people are
able to avoid the risk of being seen as arrogant. This does^not necessa
explain why people would play dumb instead. It is possible that some
the motives for this self-presentation are especially relevant in the inter-
action with friends, in particular motives that are related to avoiding com-
petitiveness, envy, and feelings of inferiority on the part of the target,
because equality is generally seen as essential to friendships.

"Autonom'/was'the dominant self-presentation toward parents,
for children and adult respondents (note that the youngest respondent was
14). Its negative counterpart, supplication, occurred primarily in the inter-
action with partner or spouse and physician or therapist. As noted earher,
male"and"female respondents differed in the estimated frequency of this
particular category. The reason may be that men tended to restrict supply
ration to the interaction with their intimate partner, whereas women
it in other settings as well. At least two variables may contribute to these
differences. First,"dependent and helpless behavior is part of the negative
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The table rows are ordered by the predominance of a self-presentational
category, starting with ingratiation, which is predominant for object of desire -
romance and for subordinate + job applicant. The percentages for these pre-
dominant self-presentations are underscored. The last four rows (colkagues,
acquaintances, family members, and class mates) represent target categories for
which no type of self-presentation stood out.

As noted earlier, the hostility category consisted of two subcategories,
labeled intimidation and distance hereafter. Because the two are associated
with different target categories, the entries in the hostility column all have
a sword entry, indicating the number of occurrences of intimidation (inter-
judge agreement for this distinction was 77%). Thus, for instance, out of
the total of seven instances of hostile self-presentations toward subordinates
or job applicants, three were instances of intimidation. For behaviors to-
ward children (enacted by parents) and pupils (enacted by teachers), all
were instances of intimidation. These results illustrate that intimidation is
typically a style of self-presentation used by the more powerful to maintain
or regain control. In the other target categories characterized by high pro-
portions of hostile self-presentations, these are mostly of the distance type.
Relatively often, respondents were intentionally hostile or cold toward
strangers, ex-lovers, neighbors, and in-laws to create or maintain a distance
(although in the case of in-laws, many other respondents did attempt to
be friendly by means of ingratiation).

Quite sensibly, self'promotion was the primary self-presentation in the
interaction with job interviewers, (future) superiors, and teachers or train-
ers. The negative counterpart, pkiying dumb, was used frequently toward
(best) friends. This finding converges with results reported by Tice, Butler,
Muraven, and Stillwell (1995), who suggested that modesty prevails in the
interaction with friends because they are already familiar with one's abili-
ties. In these cases, when their talents are already recognized, people are
able to avoid the risk of being seen as arrogant. This does not necessarily
explain why people would play dumb instead. It is possible that some of
the motives for this self-presentation are especially relevant in the inter-
action with friends, in particular motives that are related to avoiding com-
petitiveness, envy, and feelings of inferiority on the part of the target,
because equality is generally seen as essential to friendships.

Autonomy was the dominant self-presentation toward parents, both
for children and adult respondents (note that the youngest respondent was
14). Its negative counterpart, supplication, occurred primarily in the inter-
action with partner or spouse and physician or therapist. As noted earlier,
male and female respondents differed in the estimated frequency of this
particular category. The reason may be that men tended to restrict suppli-
cation to the interaction with their intimate partner, whereas women used
it in other settings as well. At least two variables may contribute to these
differences. First, dependent and helpless behavior is part of the negative
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presentation is more likely to be used, depending on the setting and the
individual's motives. Indeed, it is characteristic of the very phenomenon
of self-presentation that one's behavior is adapted to the situation at hand.
Negative self-presentations may be just as functional as positive ones, de-
pending on the setting, characteristics of the target, and the actor's goals.
These goals may be either selfish or altruistic. Importantly, both negative
and positive self-presentations may serve either selfish or altruistic motives.

In the study described above, self-presentation was examined from
the perspective of the actor. Presumably, respondents who reported occa-
sions where they were trying to make a hostile or stupid or helpless im-
pression aimed to be perceived negatively, at least on the pertinent di-
mension of judgment, whereas efforts to make a likable or intelligent or
autonomous impression reflect the goal of being perceived favorably. What
we do not know is whether these goals are actually accomplished, because
secondary impressions may deviate from calculated impressions. In some
cases, negative self-presentations may have unintended positive effects on
the audience; in other cases, positive self-presentations may have unin-
tended negative effects and be perceived as aversive. This latter outcome
is likely to occur more frequently, for two reasons. First, the positive effects
of negative self-presentations are usually foreseen and even intended (e.g.,
being seen as modest by playing dumb), whereas the negative effects of
positive presentations are usually not (e.g., being seen as arrogant by en-
gaging in self-promotion or as self-righteous by engaging in exemplifica-
tion). Second, all self-presentations, both negative and positive, may arouse
unintended aversion among targets as soon as the self-presentation is rec-
ognized as such-that is, as soon as suspicion arises regarding the authen-
ticity of the presentation. In the following section, I describe these unin-
tended aversive effects of self-presentation and review the literature that
has examined the observer's perspective.

UNINTENDED AVERSIVE SELF-PRESENTATIONS

Authenticity

In society, it is socially desirable to behave consistently with one's
true inner thoughts and feelings (e.g., Gergen, 1968; M. R. Leary, 1995;
Schlenker, 1980; Vonk, 1999e). People should be authentic; their words
should match their deeds. As a consequence, self-presenters are judged
negatively when the impressions they convey are perceived to deviate from
how they really are. The effects of a discrepancy between one's perceived
true self and one's self-presentational behavior are perhaps most clearly
illustrated by the phenomenon of hypocrisy, which represents a failed at-
tempt at exemplification (Gilbert & Jones, 1986; cf. Stone, Wiegand,
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tended aversive effects of self-presentation and review the literature that
has examined the observer's perspective.
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In society, it is socially desirable to behave consistently with one's
true inner thoughts and feelings (e.g., Gergen, 1968; M. R. Leary, 1995;
Schlenker, 1980"; Vonk, 1999e). People should be authentic; their words
should match their deeds. As a consequence, self-presenters are judged
negatively when the impressions they convey are perceived to deviate from
how they really are. The effects of a discrepancy between one's perceived
true self and one's self-presentational behavior are perhaps most clearly
illustrated by the phenomenon of hypocrisy, which represents a failed at-
tempt at exemplification (Gilbert & Jones, 1986; cf. Stone, Wiegand,
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Cooper, & Aronson, 1997). It is one thing to lie about one's age or to
spend a lot of money on vacations and give none to charity or to neglect
recycling one's waste; but it becomes a lot worse if that same person pub-
licly advocates the importance of honesty or charity or protection of the
environment. Thus, we may suspect that when people proclaim certain
moral or prosocial values and it is found that they themselves do not live
up to their own standards, they are judged more negatively than if they
had not proclaimed anything at all.

It should be noted that our disapproval of inconsistencies between
words and deeds is not entirely sensible. For instance, being a vegetarian,
I often receive criticism because I do eat eggs and fish sometimes and wear
leather shoes. When people catch me doing things like this, which are
inconsistent with my own principles, they sometimes get upset or smug
with me. They may even think that I am a hypocrite. Nevertheless, I think
I can make a pretty good case that I am doing a better job at contributing
to protect animal welfare and end Third World starvation than those who
are consistent meat eaters. Granted, it would be even better if I dropped
the eggs, fish, and leather, but surely it is worse to do nothing at all.
Similarly, we would probably prefer parents who smoke and warn their
children about the hazards of smoking rather than parents who smoke and
omit this warning. It would be better, of course, if they quit smoking, but
it would be worse to make their words consistent with their behavior. Thus,
it may be argued that the high value we place on consistency and authen-
ticity is not always rational.

Moreover, considering the many social benefits of self-presentation
described at the beginning of this chapter, one may wonder why authen-
ticity and consistency are so highly valued and why adapting to situational
demands is seen as undesirable.5 One possibility is that, from the perspec-
tive of the observer, cross-situational consistency is quite functional: Form-
ing impressions of others allows people to predict future behavior, and it
provides them with a sense of control (e.g., Miller, Norman, & Wright,
1978; cf. Vonk, 1999c). If those others change like chameleons in each
setting, they become unpredictable. So, if people remain true to their inner
selves, we can rely on them to engage in the same sort of behavior across
different occasions and to act in accordance with the views they have
expressed on previous occasions. This enhances our sense of control and
predictability.

In addition, it is conceivable that natural selection has made humans

"Evidence for this undesirability comes from studies on correspondence bias, in which
participants read about a person's behavior and learn that the behavior was'conducted either
under situational pressure or by the actor's free choice. In these studies, one often obtains a
main effect of the choice manipulation, such that the actor is liked less when the behavTor
matches situational constraints (e.g., Vonk, 1999c).
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overly sensitive about duplicity. The human species spent 99% of its evo^
lutionary history in a hunter-gatherer mode, characterized by social
exchange among group members (Axelrod, 1984). In this setting, survival
depends in part on the ability to detect cheaters, such as people who claim
to invest in the commodities of the group whereas in fact they only take
from it (Cosmides, 1989; Cosmides & Tooby, 1992). As a consequence
members whose behavior does not match their presentations may be judged
harshly.

Based on the considerations above, it may be assumed that any kind
of self-presentation, whatever its position in the taxonomy used here, is
judged negatively when it is perceived as deviating from the actor's true
feelings or intentions. This implies that the mere occurrence of self-
presentation can be seen as aversive, regardless of its valence, when the
actor is suspected of not being genuine. Converging with this assumption,
a study by Schlenlcer and Leary (1982) demonstrated that actors are
judged negatively when claims about their performance do not match
their actual abilities; this effect occurs regardless of whether they claim
to be better (self-promotion) or worse than is warranted (playing dumb).
A recent study (Vonk, 1999e) suggested that the reduced likability of
self-glorifying and self-deprecating actors is mediated by the inference
that the actor's ability claims are driven by self-presentational motives
rather than the motive to provide accurate information about the self.
Specifically, actors claiming high ability are disliked more to the extent
that their statements are assumed to reflect the need to boast or impress
others; actors claiming low ability are disliked more to the extent that
they are suspected of false modesty or preemptively setting up a defense
against future public failure.

Thus, it can be argued that the mere occurrence of self-presentation
is seen as aversive, or at least as socially undesirable, because it implies
that observers do not always see what they may eventually get. However,
given this negative base rate for the occurrence of self-presentationin
general, some forms of self-presentation are more aversive than others. For
one thing, it is worse to be duped on the positive than on the negative
side: If a person's true self turns out to be worse (less likable or competent)
than we have been led to believe, the discrepancy is more severe than if
the person turns out to be better than the self-presentation suggested. In
the latter case, the potential damage is smaller (cf. Vonk, 1999c). There-
fore, self-presentations classified as positive in the taxonomy above are
particularly likely to be perceived as aversive by observers.

Empirical demonstrations of observers' perceptions of self-presenting
actors are mostly restricted to two positive and widely occurring categories
of self-presentation: self-promotion and ingratiation. These studies are de-
scribed more specifically in the next section.
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actors'are mostly restricted to two positive and widely_occumng categones
^fTelf-presentation: self-promotion and ingratiation. These studies are de-
scribed more specifically in the next section.

Self-Promotion

In a study by Godfrey, Jones, and Lord (1986), participants interacted
with each other. Some were instructed to get the other participant to see
them as extremely competent. Ratings by the other participant indicated
that (a) only some individuals with this instruction managed to increase
their perceived competence, and (b) all participants instructed to self-
promote were seen as less likable after the interaction. The authors con-
eluded that "self-promotion is not ingratiating." A recent study by Rudman
(1998) showed that this is especially true when the self-promoting actor is
a woman, because self-promotion violates the female role prescription
of being modest and noncompetitive. In Rudman's experiments, self-
promotion was effective in producing increased hireability ratings, but gen-
erally it was also associated with decreased likability. Correlational research
by Paulhus (1998) suggested that people who habitually engage in self-
enhancement may be liked initially but are judged negatively (and highly
discrepant from their self-evaluations) after several encounters, presumably
because "examples of their self-absorption . . . may eventually have accu-
mulated to an offensive level" (p. 1206).

Looking at the behaviors that were used by self-promoters in the
Godfrey et al. study, it makes sense that they were relatively disliked. In a
way, the behaviors enacted by self-promoters are the opposite of what peo-
pie do when they ingratiate themselves. Ingratiators draw out the other
person, direct attention to the other person's area of expertise and interest,
spend more time listening than talking, express agreement with the other's
opinions, and tell self-deprecating anecdotes. Self-promoters do exactly the
opposite: They attempt to control the conversation, direct attention to
themselves and avoid the other's area of expertise, spend more time talking
than listening, express disagreement with the other person, and stress their
own accomplishments. Pretty aversive indeed.

Self-promotion, then, is a very hazardous type of self-presentation. If
it succeeds, one usually has to incur the cost of being seen as less likable.
This may be part of the trade-off, and it may be worth it if being seen as
competent is sufficiently important. However, it is conceivable that one
does not even accomplish this in some cases, because reduced likability
may affect perceived competence (through the halo effect). Especially in
the long run, when people remember only their global evaluations of a
person and not the exact facts on which their inferences are based, it seems
likely that competence ratings are more affected by perceived likability
than by specific recollections of a person's accomplishments (cf. Ebbesen,
1981; Lingle, Dukerich, & Ostrom, 1983; Schul & Burnstein, 1985).

Highly similar words of caution can be derived from a related area,
the study of self-handicapping. E. E. Jones and Berglas (1978) initially
suggested that people may privately protect their self-esteem by seeking

'.h
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Sapping was"'examined -a_Puulc:^rcs^^^lS;
Z^bT^osple7laimor"exaggerate^mpedimenK^^^
^Ttyp^ofShandicappingIs a self-promotional tactic, intended to make
the actor look more competent.

^Lik^other~variettes' of self-promotion, self-handicapping appears^to
be a mckyWness. Indeed, the few researchers yhohaveco^slder^seu:
h^cLap7mTbehavio7from the perspective of the^obseryer ^v^aU^
IcTudT£TArsealf^^^^^^^^ "ti^y d th±harLilTll^lrk;n
rBTumgaardnler;T985rLugmbuhl&Jakner, Wl; ^dewak^S^nbo^
^tTS^:Feick:'&WaUer;1995). The effect may bej;the^hat^
aTtoT'isTslleToTis' not seen as more comPetent^J,both),The,m^
^mbVoTcome: just"a7m other cases of effective ^Pr^otlon;J^th^
p^edTompleltencue\sueffecuvely increased whereas ^kabH^^redu^
^giZhr&tPalmer/199l7D. S'. Smith & Strube, 199_l^Eyen i^tUs
^sue8Touwever,\he" increase' in perceived competence Wars^beje;
^ricc'teduto\vpe'cifi7judgmentsof the ^k^nd^-consider^on,m^than
o^a'UmteTligenceor'ability (Luginbuhl & Palme, 1991)._In^he wors^
case~scenario,°the self-handicapper is seen as relatively incompeten^as^.
^unSiriRhodewalt'et al:;1995). This result seems most likely wher
AeulabiUry"under~ consideration is relatively ambiguous (e.g., creativity m
the Rhodewak"et al. study); in this case, the ^actor's^ performance may ^
alssirmlat2":toward"the expectation induced by the self-handic^ppmg
SamTfhatTs, when a person claims test anxiety or low effort, we do not

superior performance; as a consequence, the outcome may^per^
^iFved a7medio^re when "there are no clear-cut diagnostic data indicating
otherwise. , ..

'Self-handicappers apparently cannot overcome thes^potentially neg^
ative^ectsuby"m^ns-o7the type of handicap they use. The ^advant^ge
^rch^ex'temTfhnpediments^isAatitviotethegen^
^S? (Beauvuois"&Dubois, 1988; Jelhson & Green, 1981), by^hiA

^"should be responsible for their own behaviors and outcomes. ^
^ade^ responsibility by pointing to external factors ;s socially^
desu-aHe and, hence;-unUkable. On the~other hand, the drawback of claim-

lmtemaUmpediments is that these may affect competence judgments
ble8causeTeylarro"ften associated with perceived ability This appears^be
£e"c"ase"even for effort, a variable that logically shouUhave a^mpen^

relationship to ability in evaluating performance (Heider, WQ)^
facrattAutionsto ability and effort are positively related, sope^cepUons
oTr'educed effort are associated with perceptions of reduced ability ^e.g.,
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or creating impediments to performance, so that bad performance can
be attributed to these impediments rather than low ability (discount-
ing), whereas good performance makes the individual's ability all the more
rmpressiv7(augmentation). In later research (e.g^, T.^W Smith^Snyder, &
Handelsman7°1982; T. W. Smith, Snyder, & Perkins, 1983), self-
handicapping was examined as a public, self-presentational ^strategy,
whereby people claim or exaggerate impediments to performance. In effect,
thistypeofself-handicappingis a self-promotional tactic, intended to:
the actor look more competent.

Like other varieties" of self-promotion, self-handicapping appears to
be a tricky business. Indeed, the few researchers who have considered self-
handicapping behavior from the perspective of the observer have^con-
eluded that the self-presentational utility of the behavior is small^
&"Baumgardner, 1985; Luginbuhl & Palmer, 1991; Rhodewalt, Sanbon-
mat"su7fSnz7Feick,& Waller, 1995). The effect may be eithe^that the
actor is disliked or is not seen as more competent (or both). The most
favorable outcome, just as in other cases of effective self-promotion, is that

competence is effectively increased whereas l^aHli^y is
auginbuhl-& calmer, 1991; D. S. Smith & Strube, 1991). Even in this
case, however, the increase in perceived competence appears to be^ re-
stricted to specific judgments of the task under consideration, rather than
overalf intelligence or'ability (Luginbuhl & Palmer, 1991). In the worst^
cas"e "scenario, °the self-handicapper'is seen as relatively incompetent as well
asunUkable'(Rhodewak et aL,~1995). This result seems most likely when
the ability under consideration is relatively ambiguous (e.g., creativity in
the Rhodewalt et al. study); in this case, the actor's performance may be
assimilated toward the expectation induced by the self-handicapping
claims. That is, when a person claims test anxiety or low effort, we do not
expect superior performance; as a consequence, the outcome may be per-
ceived as mediocre when there are no clear-cut diagnostic data indicating
otherwise.

Self-handicappers apparently cannot overcome thesejiotentially neg-
ative effects by means of the type of handicap they use. The disadvantage
of claiming external impediments is that it violates the general "norm for
mtemaUt7' (Beauvois & Dubois, 1988; Jellison & Green, 1981), by^which
people should be responsible for their own behaviors and outcomes. Trying
to evade this responsibility by pointing to external factors is socially un-
desirable and, hence, unlikable. On the other hand, the drawback ofclaim-
ing internal impediments is that these may affect competence judgments
because they are often associated with perceived ability. This appears to be
the case even for effort, a variable that logically should have a compen-
satory relationship to ability in evaluating performance (Heider, 1958). In
fact, attributions to ability and effort are positively related, so perceptions
of reduced effort are associated with perceptions of reduced ability (e.g.,

Felson & Bohrnstedt, 1980). In addition, because effort is a control-
table internal variable (Weiner, 1986), low effort produces decreased lik-
ing in comparison with other internal handicaps, such as test anxiety
(Rhodewalt et al., 1995). These, in turn, have their own problems. For
instance, a person who claims test anxiety may be seen as more likable
but certainly not as confident and able to maintain good performance
under pressure.

In summary, the extant literature suggests that the effects of self-
promotion and self-handicapping are often not what the self-presenter had
in mind. At best, the actor is seen as relatively capable with regard to the
ability under consideration. In many cases, however, self-promoting and
self-handicapping behaviors are mainly perceived as unlikable, and the
trade-off with perceived competence is unfavorable because the observer
does not even acknowledge the ability claimed or implied by the self-
presenter. This seems to be likely when there is no diagnostic, unambiguous
information about the actor's accomplishments.

In this context, it is important to note that, in the studies described
above, the self-presenters' claims were not corroborated by information
about their actual performance. The presence of such information would
no doubt make it much easier to convince the audience of one's abilities
(Reeder & Fulks, 1980). In most circumstances, it is probably undesirable
and "not done" to claim abilities that cannot be verified by the audience.
Indeed, self-promotion is more effective when actor and observer are aware
that the claims can be publicly tested (Vonk, 1999e). In this case, observers
assume that the actor is as capable as he says he is, because he would not
want to run the risk of being exposed as pretentious or boastful. As a
consequence of this perceived truthfulness, likability is not reduced either.

There appear to be several subtle variables that make self-promoters
more credible and likable. Corroboration by actual performance is one of
them (or, in the case of self-handicapping, clear evidence of the claimed
impediment), but common sense suggests there are many others, such as
the extent to which the actor is willing to self-deprecate in other domains
(a person who claims high ability in all domains is obviously less credible
and less likable) and the setting in which the behavior is enacted (e.g.,
self-promotion among friends is seen as more undesirable than among
strangers; cf. Tice et al., 1995). Everyday life provides self-promoters with
many means to soften and cover up their attempts at self-glorification, so
things may not be as bad as they appear in laboratory studies. (If they were,
self-promotion and self-handicapping would probably have vanished from
our behavioral repertoire.) Nevertheless, blatant and embarrassing in-
stances of self-promotion and self-handicapping can be observed regularly,
so apparently the fine art of this self-presentational ploy has not been
mastered by many of us.
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Ingratiation

In the competence domain, a trade-off can be made between UkabiUty
and c^^^eiSlonfic.t^ d^eMl^t^1^
^omupi^hatone"is°seen ^capable, and in some^emngs^s ^
^^d^b^iW: when_it^omes^;ng^S; °^T^r
S^here;Tonl7one dimension that "-^ 1^ ^c^^
^^^^aTia^^anno^be^t^y ^^^
^^^^^l^;^^^-ery^7b^;S^
Z^oubt:^ ^whether "ne;s^beha^r ^e^le^(S^
^meda;ately"reflec"ted on perceived likability (cf. Vonk & Van Knippen-
berg'^9o4Lher variables complicate the predicament of the^grat;a^
First, Zr^TlJmFofHgh c°mpet^^nbe^r^^^^^^^
^^^m^,da^ofhighlikaM^^n^A^^c^^r
^uppTrt o^hersrdon^e''money tocharky, make fr-ndly^Aand^o^
^hT tylPleto'fubehavio7is"far less informative ,^n^ehav^r^e^g
^ghTbaItpyc ;hiucchlcTon;ylbe enacted by^Pe"P^withatleas^om^^
^^pZ-lReede. & Brewer, ^:.ASaconse^1^
^dcfrtenud;yFbeha7iors~ contribute little to the impression ^^whe^
'Z ;;^esytTndicaU:onv'of"unfriendUness m^ b^, seenasjv^e,^a
P^soT^ue ^urue7Reede7-& Brewer, 1979; Skowro^ki^&^l^
KB?)" This" implies that, once a negative impression has^
bLun;estai;UsheZlit becomes difftcuk to turn things around: Even Ae mo^
^nccerTa^dTelUntended gesture of friendliness may be ^rPreted^m^rc
!nTr^aZwoTeLvm"m7mpuTation. Conversely, a^rev^^^^d
pZ^ri^ss^nm^drsquaUfied as soon as a few unlikable behaviors
are observed (Vonk, 1993b). _ ^ ^ , ......,.j,,

Tlse7ond"compUcatYon is referred to as the ingratiator^s dilemma
E"Iones~,"1964): Ingratiation is most difficult precisely in those situa-

ulon7whe7e'kmatters"most-namely, when one depends on another per^
sorT'hisYbecause obseivers strongly rely °"_d^endenc^^ ^^
determining whether likable behavior is genuine (Vonk, 1998b^ bxp^Z^
XTnotecTukable behavior is relatively ambiguous because it can resi
from ^variety of traits and intentions, including the mouye^o ^ingratiaK
toromcAdn^ ^aTLde^and7(E:i;'Jones"&Davis, 1965). Therefore^in
det^mmmg^the'meamng of these^behaviors, perceivers ^dtous^cws
Ao"utAe dependence relationship between the actor and the target (Vonk,

When likable behaviors are enacted toward a target on whom the
actor depends, these behaviors evoke suspicion of ulterior motiv^lon^cL
Fern, 1996; Fein, Hikon, & Miller, 1990). This suspicion is ^ectedm
moderate "inferences about the underlying disposition, that is, the actor's
trluTukabiUtyYevel: The observer is uncertain whether the actor is genu-
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Ingratiation

In the competence domain, a trade-off can bemade bet^ UhMi^
^S^A^m may decrease likabHity, but^may^

l.l°StZ^ceuisTeeTas"capable, and in some settings this is more
^'^^S. W^T^ ^ Ingmtia^on' the other
^^Ss^=:^rwi^^i^oz;haldLth^l^L^allSe7cannot"be"offset by successes on other
^lsnT^STmna^Su^ 7ve7ytiung' To'Ae extent that§5S^S5=5S£
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:s ^d^.°m°^"I:rtafo^
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ldeflcnZS°^^^^^^^^^ to ^mpre'swn!OT^:^TS.

Dmld^aUlonTunfnendliness may be seen as evidence of ^
^,S SUC?.TR.IUM^T i^.a-onsu.&,c:^
^'STl^i^ to^a^egadve SressK)n^s,^rte^;
b^estSheTit becomes difficuk to turn things ^^jE^n^ ^^^S^S^s^^fn.ndlinessrnay^.nter^t^^
sm,ce^^woT'evlen" manipulation. Conversely, a previously^
^^^^^^s^s:<:-we'}xh'vw''
are°bAOT.^°ctS . refe.ed^» a. th. ."^^^-

. E^o&nceTtl964TTngratiation is most difficult P'-ecis^lyinAo^j^^.£'itL^e^^an.l^^-e depends^ ano^pe^
t^s^^o^m';:]^.^J^^b.\^s.
sd°elTlnmlg whTther Ukablebehavior ^is genuine. (V^ 1998b^Exp^2^
lesTtmduKe"beh^or''i; relatively amHguow. beca.se ^c^e^k
t^r^^^ Mentions: indudmg Ac ^^^^
^^^ Zd511^^IE"Jone.^^vis^965)Jh.r^^
^^St^^-^^ese1;eha;lore'perceiv  ?nd.to^;T
ToeumthTyepLen^e"retonship between the actor and the target (Vonk,
1999aWhen likable behaviors are enacted toward a target on whom dw
actorlnPcelndsT^eTehav^s^oke^^p;c^nrf
^ ^^em;VHikon:&MiUer, 1990). This suspi^ . ^c^
^e^^^lZut^^eriymgd.posi^n,_that^the^^
^TukabiUt'yTevel: The observer is uncertain whether the actor is genu-
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inely likable or is driven by ulterior, self-presentational motives. At this
point, the actor's behavior is not yet seen as aversive. The observer is
merely considering two competing hypotheses: (a) Either the behavior re-
fleets the actor's true likability, which is good, or (b) it reflects ulterior
motives, which is bad. This attributional ambiguity can be resolved by
means of additional information about the actor (Fein et al., 1990). For
instance, when a person engages in likable behaviors toward more powerful
target people (e.g., superiors), it becomes important to know how the per-
son behaves toward less powerful targets (subordinates). In this case, the
slightest indication that the person is unlikable toward the latter is suffi-
cient for observers to instantly categorize the person as a detestable "brown-
noser" (Vonk, 1998b, Exp. 3).

This type of behavioral pattern (referred to in Dutch as "licking up-
ward, kicking downward") is seen as highly aversive in Western culture. It
is also a pattern that is recognized relatively easily by observers. People
appear to have a readily available "slime schema" (Vonk, 1998b) about
this type of person, which is activated spontaneously when likable behav-
iors toward more powerful targets are observed. Thus, the identification of
self-presentational motives does not always require a thoughtful attribu-
tional analysis; instead, the process may be quick and dirty (like other
schema-driven operations)-quick, because it does not require any cog-
nitive effort (Vonk, 1998b, Exp. 5; cf. Vonk, 1999e), and dirty, because it
is diffuse and prone to error, so that an actor may erroneously be included
into the schema once it has been activated (Vonk, 1998b, Exp. 4).

People who are likable toward more powerful targets and unlikable
toward less powerful targets are judged negatively. In fact, they are judged
just as negatively as people who are unlikable toward everyone (Vonk,
1998b, Exp. 1). There are at least two reasons for the aversiveness of this
behavioral pattern. First, the likable behaviors toward more powerful tar-
gets are not only discounted as uninformative about the actor's true lik-
ability, but they also demonstrate that the actor has violated the authen-
ticity norm. Second, unlikable behaviors toward powerless targets are
judged more negatively than the same behaviors toward powerful targets
(Vonk, 1999a), perhaps because it is worse to harm those who are not in
a position to stand up for themselves or retaliate (cf. the previously men-
tioned study by S. H. Kim et al., 1998, which suggests that self-presenters
are aware of the norm against negative treatment of a less powerful other).

In sum, the dependence relationship between the actor and the target
is a crucial cue used by observers in inferring whether likable behaviors are
genuine. If likable behavior is directed upward only, it is dismissed as utterly
uninformative. Thus, although likability cannot be demonstrated by means
of performance, it seems that observers rely on a person's behaviors toward
less powerful others when they want to verify whether an actor is truly
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likable. If these behaviors are less favorable, observers instantly form a
disagreeable picture of the actor.

In addition to dependence, other cues are used by observers in de-
termining whether likable behavior is truthful. In the case of flattery or
opinion conformity, observers can examine whether the flattery is consis-
tent with the actual qualities of the target. For instance, when a lecturer
with fancy video materials but a lousy lecture is complimented on the
clarity of the talk, the flatterer is more likely to be suspected of ingratiation
than when the compliment concerns the video. From the perspective of
the uninvolved observer, this means the flattery has to be deserved: When
the observer feels the compliment is not justified by qualities of the target,
the flatterer is more likely to be suspected of ulterior motives.

From the perspective of the target, the flattery has to match the tar-
get's self-concept to be seen as credible (cf. S. C. Jones & Schneider, 1968).
Because most people have a positive self-concept, this may explain why
ingratiators are generally judged more favorably by those who are the target
of the ingratiation than by uninvolved observers (E. E. Jones, Stires,
Shaver, & Harris, 1968; see Gordon, 1996, for a meta-analysis). In the
example above, the lecturer may have a more optimistic view of his or her
speech than the audience and, hence, be more likely to assign credibility
to a compliment about the speech. E. E. Jones (1964) has described this
difference in terms of "vain distortion" (p. 77): It is more rewarding to
uncritically accept lavish praise directed toward the self than toward some-
one else, because it boosts one's ego.

It should be noted that this "vain distortion effect" may be produced
by both motivational and cognitive variables (Vonk, 1999d). On the mo-
tivational side, people aim to protect and enhance their self-esteem, so
they are motivated to accept flattery at face value. In addition, people are
not only motivated to be liked, but also to like those with whom they
interact because they want the interaction to be pleasant (e.g., Berscheid,
Graziano, Monson, & Dermer, 1976; Vonk, 1998a). So, they are probably
not keen on questioning the motives of their interaction partners, because
this might produce decreased liking for these people.

On the cognitive side, several variables work against a critical ex-
amination of an ingratiator's behavior toward oneself. First, because one is
involved in the interaction oneself, cognitive resources are consumed by
having to manage one's own part of the interaction (Osborne & Gilbert,
1992). As a result, it is more likely that the actor's behavior is taken at
face value, because one lacks the attention resources required to engage in
a sophisticated attribution analysis of the actor's motives (Gilbert, Krull,
& Pelham, 1988). Second, most people have a positive self-concept. There-
fore, an ingratiator typically confirms what they already knew-that they
are likable, competent people whose opinions are accurate. Expectancy-
consistent information, whether it pertains to the self or to others, is un-
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speech than the audlencland',he^' ^ ^ l(l^?4)Iuh^XscTedlthis
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Moensl^T'infomation, whether it pertains to the self or to others, is un-
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likely to be examined critically. Therefore, it makes sense that targets of
ingrariation assign more credibility to the behavior than uninvolved ob-
servers, who have no existing positive expectancy about the target.

In everyday life, there is still another reason why targets of ingratia-
tion may often fail to recognize the ulterior motives of the flatterer. In
many cases, people only know how they themselves are treated by a person,
and not how this person treats others-others who are perhaps less pow-
erful and treated less nicely. As noted earlier, this kind of information is
essential in allowing a confident inference of ulterior motivation. Unfor-
tunately, powerful people in particular often lack information about how
their subordinates behave toward other subordinates, if only because they
often do not have the time and the motivation to keep track of all the
behaviors of their employees (cf. Fiske, 1993). Seeing that a subordinate
is friendly and supportive toward them, they are bound to like this person.
We may assume that many leaders remain in this sweet state of ignorance,
while their subordinates gnash their teeth watching how one of their col-
leagues "butters up" the boss (Vonk, 1998b, p. 861).

In summary, from the perspective of the target, ingratiation is not
aversive at all. Therefore, it is likely to have the desired effect precisely
with those for whom it is intended. In this scenario, there are clearly
payoffs for everyone involved (cf. E. E. Jones, 1964). The target's self-
concept is bolstered and verified. The target probably reciprocates the lik-
ing expressed by the ingratiator and admires his or her good judgment of
character. As a result, the ingratiator is more likely to achieve the desired
goal (e.g., a promotion). In the end, everybody is happy-except the ob-
server; the subordinate who knows how the ingratiator has treated the less
powerful and who becomes an involuntary witness to the excruciatingly
unjust success of "brownnosing." This particular scenario probably illus-
trates the true meaning of aversive better than any of the examples de-
scribed in this chapter.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In many ways, self-presentation has both positive and negative facets.
First, desirable as well as undesirable behaviors can result from self-
presentarional motives. The survey among readers of the journal Psychology
indicates that, although positive behaviors are more frequently motivated
by self-presentational concerns, everyday life provides plenty of instances
of intentional negative self-presentations. People present themselves as
foolish and ignorant, hostile and threatening, cold and aloof, dependent
and helpless, all for reasons that seem sensible enough. That is, people
often have good reasons to engage in bad behaviors, and they are willing
to incur losses in some domains to achieve gains in others.
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^S,''wruwuep^LaulforeTgn"7o"rd"but"pronounce it incorrectly (e.g.,
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Second, behaviors that are positive from the perspective of the actor
may be negative from the observer's perspective or vice versa. For instance,
we have seen that playing dumb, a behavior that may be classified as neg-
ative, very often serves to protect the self-esteem of others or to avoid envy
and competitiveness. Hence, this behavior is often beneficial in social in-
teraction. Conversely, positive self-presentations such as self-promotion
and ingratiation may be perceived negatively by others, as became evident
in the last part of this chapter.

Third, in addition to the different perspectives of the actor and the
audience, there is also a difference between targets and uninvolved ob-
servers. This difference is germane to ingratiation, where the behavior is
highly hedonically relevant to the target. In these cases, targets and ob-
servers may differ widely in their assessment of the behavior. In fact, the
more pleasing the behavior is for the target, the more aversive it usually
is for the observer.

Finally, the phenomenon of self-presentation can be evaluated both
positively and negatively. On the one hand, we expect people to flexibly
adapt their behavior to the setting, to stick to certain role requirements,
and to suppress their natural instincts at least part of the time. On the
other hand, there is also a strong authenticity norm in our society, which
prescribes that people show their true thoughts and feelings and present
themselves the way they really are. As a consequence, the mere occurrence
of self-presentation is often evaluated negatively. This implies that, in a
way, members of our culture receive two conflicting messages. On the one
hand, they should show their true nature, behave in the same way in
different settings and toward different people, and not be bothered with
what others think (cf. M. R. Leary, 1995). On the other hand, they should
conform to social roles, care about others' feelings, and thus refrain from
expressing their every thought and enacting their every urge. In addition,
it is also clear enough that, to get ahead in life, it is necessary to be likable
toward the more powerful and to stress one's accomplishments and hide
one's weaknesses. However, these are precisely the self-presentational be-
haviors judged as most undesirable by others.

There is only one way out of this catch-2 2, and it is what we all
probably do most of the time: We engage in self-presentation, but not
conspicuously so. We walk a fine line between the two competing require-
ments from our culture. We carefully dose the level of true self that we
reveal-not too much, not too little, depending on the setting. We can
fall on either side of the line. On some occasions, we let ourselves go. We
talk too much or too loudly, we forget table manners, or we show our
superiors what we really think of them. On other occasions, our presen-
tation becomes too blatant. We laugh at our supervisor's joke before it's
finished, we drop just one accomplishment too many saying that "It was
nothing," or we use a foreign word but pronounce it incorrectly (e.g.,
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Americans attempting to pronounce Van Gogh in Dutch). It's hard to tell
of the line is more aversive.
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